### Acrylic Color Options

- **Translucent**
  - Rose (standard)
  - Caribbean Blue
  - Teal
  - Emerald Green
  - Pink

- **Tropical**
  - Apple Green
  - Cobalt Blue
  - Light Violet
  - Turquoise

- **Sparkle**
  - Blue
  - Aqua
  - Orange

- **Neon Glow**
  - Teal
  - Purple
  - Pink

---

### Special Instructions

Please call before starting this case.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

**Plaster Study Models**
- Finished: Angles, Sculptured, Soaped & Polished
- Unfinished: Angles & Sculptured
- Rough: Angles Only

**Splints & Options**
- ClearSPLINT (Hard/Soft) Night Guard
- All Hard Acrylic Splint
- ClearSPLINT Day Guard
- Anterior Guidance
- Flat Plane
- No Clasps
- Add Ball Clasps as Indicated
- (For All Hard Splints Only)
- Use Enclosed VO Bite & Do Not Change Opening

**Athletic Mouth Guards**
- (Fabricated on the Upper Arch)
- Pro Form Athletic Mouth Guard
- Standard Mouth Guard
- Add Helmet Strap

---

**Fixed Appliances**
- 6x6 Lingual Arch w/ Loops
- 6x6 Lingual Arch w/o Loops
- Nance Appliance
- TPA
- Bonded 3x3
- Space Maintainer
- Habit Appliance
  - Mouth
  - Thumb
- Distal Shoe
- Bluegrass

**Fixed Expanders**
- Standard R.P.E.
- Standard R.P.E. w/ Acrylic Pads
- Haas R.P.E.
- Quad Helix
- Standard Bonded R.P.E.
- Schwarz
  - with Bite Plate